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1,864

NATURALISTS

103,798
VOLUNTEER HOURS

52,950

PEOPLE REACHED

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
This year UC California Naturalist (CalNat) offered its 100th course! The UC Agriculture
and Natural Resources (UC ANR) California Naturalist Program is designed to
introduce Californians to the wonders of our unique ecology and engage the
public in study and stewardship of California’s natural communities. The program
mission is to foster a diverse community of naturalists and promote stewardship of
California’s natural resources through education and service. In 2012, we officially
launched the program with five intrepid institutional partners and today we are
a network of 37 partnering institutions — local nature-based centers, community
colleges, land trusts or natural resource focused agencies such as California State
Parks and cooperating “friends’ groups.” An experienced group of instructors
at these institutions, supported by UC ANR staff, offer the California Naturalist
ADINA MERENLENDER
certification courses that combine classroom and field experience in science,
problem-solving, communication training and community service. Together we
form a community of practice that fosters social learning, environmental efficacy, and civic engagement.
Surveys show that California Naturalists feel more empowered to address environmental challenges after their training
and knowing they can lean on their fellow naturalists. With a new Volunteer Management System, we are learning more
about the many ways Naturalists are becoming involved in issues that affect their communities. Thanks to support from the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, we’re collecting stories to learn what activities Naturalists are doing that will
help communities and natural ecosystems be more resilient to climate change.
As Jon Christensen (UCLA) noted, the 2016 statewide conference illustrates
that “UC California Naturalist is creating a vibrant, thriving, inclusive
environmental movement for the 21st century.”
ADINA MERENLENDER
Director

OUR TEAM
Each member of the California Naturalist team brings a unique set of strengths, skills and interests. Although the
team members are separated by location they are connected by the shared mission to foster a diverse community
of naturalists and promote stewardship of California’s natural resources through education and service.

SABRINA DRILL
Associate Director
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GREG IRA
Academic Coordinator

BROOK GAMBLE
Community Education
Specialist

MARISA RODRIGUEZ
Community Education
Specialist

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The new California Naturalist strategic plan outlines five strategic
objectives that address the needs identified by the program, and
the opportunities that lay before us. Over the next five years,
these strategic objectives and the 17 strategic goals associated
with them will guide California Naturalist as it moves in scale from
a “start-up” to a self-sustaining program with significant statewide
reach and impact.

EXPAND KEY INSTITUTIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS

Engage institutions who could benefit from a
well-trained corps of volunteer naturalists.

BUILD A NATURALIST COMMUNITY
OF PRACTICE

Facilitate and support collective, voluntary and
purposeful learning among our growing network
of naturalists.

IMPROVE DIVERSITY, EQUITY &
INCLUSION AT ALL LEVELS

Establish an inclusive environment at all levels
of the program, celebrate diversity as a strength
and eliminate socially constructed barriers to
participation.

DEMONSTRATE LEADERSHIP IN
CITIZEN SCIENCE & SCIENCE IDENTITY

Harness growing interest in citizen science to
engage the public in scientific inquiry and foster
environmental stewardship.

APPLY ENTREPRENEURIAL SOLUTIONS
TO EXPAND PROGRAM REACH

Tap into and support the entrepreneurial spirit of
local conservation organizations to efficiently
deliver educational programs over the long term.
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STRENGTH IN
NUMBERS
GROWING
		IMPACT
The demand for the California
Naturalist program continues
to grow.
With each new partner organization, we
see the power of collective impact and the
value that diversity brings to the CalNat
community. Thanks to the dedicated
instructors and the California Naturalist staff
who support them, 759 naturalists were
trained this past year – for a total of 1,864.
Each one now has a special connection with
nature and the University of California.

The CalNat program delivery approach combines
elements of three different models. As a train-thetrainer model, it trains facilitators who themselves
go on to deliver the California Naturalist course.
As a collective impact model, it serves as the
backbone organization to a wide range of partner
organizations around the state who are connected
by shared goals around naturalist certification.
In this capacity it provides the core content,
infrastructure and coordination for the program,
allowing partner organizations to utilize their
unique strengths and local knowledge to deliver
the course locally. Finally, the CalNat program
adopts elements of a social franchise model which
establishes a unique cost recovery mechanism that
not only helps sustain the program but helps fuel
its expansion.

NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS
TRAINED
496

759

402
206

FY 12-13
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276

~1 IN EVERY 4
PARTICIPANTS (24%)
FY 13-14

FY 14-15

FY 15-16

FY 16-17

RECEIVED SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT

UC CALIFORNIA
NATURALIST
PROGRAM

PEOPLE
REACHED

PRODUCT & SERVICES
• Curriculum
• Training
• Monitoring & Evaluation
• Volunteer Mgt. System
• Branding & Marketing
• Communication
• Convening

$
Per participant fee to
support program
infrastructure

PARTNER
ORGANIZATIONS

NATURALISTS
VOLUNTEER SERVICE
• Environmental Education
• Restoration & Conservation
• Citizen Science
• Program Support

COURSE DELIVERY
• Registration
• Instructors
• Courses

$
Pays fee for
naturalist training

OTHER

PROGRAM
SUPPORT

$941,000
VALUE

3%

31%

CITIZEN
SCIENCE
16%

VOLUNTEER
HOURS
BY CATEGORY

EDUCATION &
INTERPRETATION
31%

CONSERVATION/
RESTORATION
19%

TO CALIFORNIA
FROM VOLUNTEER SERVICE
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A COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
California Naturalists share a passion for learning together and providing service to nature and
environmental science. The 2016 California Naturalist Biennial Conference exemplified what
a community of practice could accomplish. Together with the Southern California Mountains
Foundation and numerous volunteers we hosted over 275 participants including 60 who received
partial scholarships. Through presentations, advanced trainings, field trips, awards, and fellowship
opportunities, our community of naturalists demonstrated the capacity of our social network to foster
discovery, promote action, and support stewardship on behalf of nature.

Naturalists participate in a field trip during the 2016
CalNat Conference
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A COMMUNITY OF PARTNERS
The challenge of coordinating a statewide program made up of independent partners is maintaining
continuity while taking advantage of the unique strengths and local knowledge every partner
organization has to offer. Below are a few examples of the ways in which our partnering organizations
have taken the core California Naturalist course and tailored it to their strengths and the needs of local
communities.

Offering courses in Marin
County, the Salmon Protection
and Watershed Network
SPAWN has trained 106
naturalists to date. SPAWN
recently offered a unique
course designed specifically for educators and
community leaders from the Bay Area. This twopart course concluded with a public outreach event
lead by the teachers at Tomales Bay State Park to
celebrate California Coastal Clean-up Week with
the public.

Camp Ocean Pines (COP) offered its first
course in 2016 and has quickly become
a leader in the delivery of the residential
immersion model of the California Naturalist course. Now offering two courses
a year, COP has trained 70 naturalists.
Located on the beautiful Central Coast
of California, near Morro Bay, participants engage in
experiential learning through extensive field activities
to learn all the required natural history basics of the
California Naturalist program with an emphasis on
marine science.

In its second year of training
naturalists in southern California,
National Forest Foundation (NFF)
has directly supported 84 naturalists with scholarships
(matched by scholarships from the California Naturalist
program). These young adult leaders participate in a
full workforce development program and move into
summer work assignments as interpreters and stewards
with the US Forest Services. They ultimately serve in
some of the most heavily used public open spaces in
Southern California building skills and knowledge that
prepare them for college and natural resource careers.

“The California Naturalist course provides us with an
established framework for our curriculum, a built-in
evaluation, and a volunteer management system to help
quantify measurable outcomes. This allows us to focus on
our strengths which include our knowledge of our local
communities and active conservation efforts.”
— Catie Clune, California Naturalist Instructor
“Having the lecture, followed up with group activities, then
further followed up by applying those lectures and activities to
the field was tremendously helpful in making sure there was a full
understanding of the material presented and then how to use it.”
— Course Participant Feedback

“Training a cadre of world-changing naturalists is important to
us.  We provide education to all ages, but the CA Naturalist
program is a trusted UC brand for adult education. Our organization runs an intensive program where graduates make
lifelong friends and become part of an effective statewide
network of naturalists.”
— Chris Cameron, Executive Director & Course Instructor
“The social community of naturalists was amazingly fruitful,
and the way the content was presented, especially when the
content was re-enforced through exploration and field trips,
created lasting knowledge.”
— Course Participant Feedback

“The California Naturalist Program complements our Young
Adult Leadership Development program by providing participants with skills and knowledge in preparation for both
college and careers.”
— Edward Beldon, Southern California Program Manager

“Going on field trips for me was about having access to spaces that low-income communities of color don’t have access
to and they are transformative because it then has us take
responsibility of how to further these opportunities.”
— Course Participant Feedback
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EVALUATING OUR IMPACT
The California Naturalist program
examines learning outcomes in a variety
of realms and scales using a wide range
of instruments. In general, the program
is designed to measure changes in
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behavior.
These measures are captured at the
individual and programmatic levels.
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Naturalists and Citizen Science

Contributed Paper
la ciencia ciudadana, la educación y la administración. Los estudios en California y en Virginia incluyen
evaluaciones cuantitativas y cualitativas de datos colectados por medio de censos pre- y postcurso,
entrevistas
Merenlender
et al.
y el rastreo a largo plazo de las horas de voluntariado. Las motivaciones de los participantes se enfocaron en
aprender sobre el ambiente local, las plantas y los animales, conectar con la naturaleza, certificarse y pasar
tiempo con personas con intereses comunes. Más de la mitad de los participantes censados tenı́an
más few
de 50
however,
people of color studying nature, contributaños, dos-tercios eran mujeres y la mayorı́a de los ingresos domésticos reportados eran de más
decitizen
$50, 000
ing to
science, or working in the environmental
(60 % en California, 85 % en Virginia) y <20 % de aquellos censados en ambos estados se field
describieron
sı́
in the aUnited
States (Taylor 2014). It is well docmismos como no-blancos. Por ello, estos programas necesitan mejorar la participación ampliando
el espectro
umented
that engaging members of these historically
del público.
Entrevistamos a adultos más jóvenes y poco representados para examinar las
barreras
de populations
la
Adina M. Merenlender,∗ ¶ Alycia W. Crall,† Sabrina Drill,‡ Michelle Prysby,† and
Heidi Ballard§
underserved
in natural resource manageparticipación en la ciencia ciudadana. La principal barrera fue la falta de tiempo debido a la necesidad de
∗
ment and citizen science is challenging (Pandya 2012).
Department of Environmental Science, Policy and Management 137 Mulford Hall University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720-3114,
trabajar y enfocarse en el avance académico. Los datos del censo revelaron que el conocimiento ecológico de
U.S.A.
Researching participant motivations is essential for unlos participantes, las habilidades cientı́ficas y la creencia en su habilidad de enfocarse en asuntos ambientales
†Virginia Tech, 460 Stagecoach Road, Suite E201, Charlottesville, VA 22902, U.S.A.
derstanding,
recruiting, and retaining participants in citincrementaron después del entrenamiento. La documentación de las acciones de conservación
realizadas por
‡UC Cooperative Extension, Los Angeles/Ventura Counties, 669 County Square Drive Ventura, CA 93003, U.S.A.
science
activities (Batson et al. 2002; Wright et al.
los participantes incluye el manejo de plantas invasoras, restauración de hábitat y limpieza deizen
áreas
naturales
§School of Education, One Shields Ave, University of California, Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A.
2015).ciudadana
People are motivated to participate in citizen sciy arroyos. Los datos a largo plazo de Virginia sobre las horas de voluntariado dedicadas a la ciencia
ence projects
ambiental muestran un incremento del 14 % en 2007 al 32 % en 2014. En general, los participantes
de loswhen they believe their actions enhance
programas naturalistas que examinamos incrementaron su conocimiento de contenido sobrescientific
los ecosistemas,
knowledge, educate the public, or provide evituvieron mayor confianza en conservarlos y continuar su compromiso como ciudadanos cientı́ficos
dence ondespués
environmental quality (Lawrence 2006; Jordan
Abstract: Amateur naturalists have played an important role in the study and conservation de
of completar
nature
el programa.
et al. 2011). Motivations for participating in master natusince the 17th century. Today, naturalist groups make important contributions to bridge the gap between
ralist programs, specifically, have also been studied. For
conservation science and practice around the world. We examined data from 2 regional naturalist Palabras
programs Clave: diversidad, historia natural, monitoreo ecológico, Naturalista UC California, Naturalista Virgina
example, in Minnesota participants were motivated to
to understand participant motivations, barriers, and perspectives as well as the actions they take toMaster,
advance
voluntarios
learn about, benefit from, and teach others about nascience, stewardship, and community engagement. These programs provide certification-based natural history
ture and expected personal benefits such as stress reducand conservation science training for adults that is followed by volunteer service in citizen science, education,
tion, relaxation, and opportunities for exercise while parand stewardship. Studies in California and Virginia include quantitative and qualitative evaluation data
link between professional
and public
understanding
of (Guiney & Oberhauser
Introduction
collected through pre- and postcourse surveys, interviews, and long-term tracking of volunteer hours.
Motivaticipating
in volunteer
activities
science. Some field-naturalist
tions of participants focused on learning about the local environment and plants and animals, connecting
2009). societies have a long history such as The Trinidad We
andexamined
Tobago Field
Naturalists’
community participation in environmental
with nature, becoming certified, and spending time with people who have similar interests. OverBroadening
half the
2 regional
naturalist programs that conClub, founded in 1891. This
association
brings
science and stewardship is an important priority in acparticipants surveyed were over 50 years old, two-thirds were women, and a majority reported household
nect volunteer
environmental
education,
citizen science, and comincomes of over $50,000 (60% in California, 85% in Virginia), and <20% of those surveyed in both
states
together people interested
in studying
historyon-the-ground
and
knowledgment
of the role of human behavior in demunity
servicenatural
to advance
conservation
described themselves as nonwhite. Thus, these programs need to improve participation by a widertermining
spectrum environmental conditions. Environmental edconserving natural resources.
Other examples
and to bridge
the widelyinclude
recognized gap between conof the public. We interviewed younger and underrepresented adults to examine barriers to participation
Nature London (McIlwraith
Field Naturalists),
which
was
ucation programs play a vital role in engagement in
servation
science and
implementation
(Knight et al.
in citizen science. The primary barrier was lack of time due to the need to work and focus on
career
founded 150 years ago and
is
dedicated
to
the
preservaenvironmental
stewardship (Wals et al. 2014), strength2006). The Virginia Master Naturalist (VMN) program was
advancement. Survey data revealed that participants’ ecological knowledge, scientific skills, and belief in their
tion and enjoyment of nature,
andinits2005.
sisterIts
organization,
ening the link between knowledge and action for parlaunched
mission is to engage volunteers in
ability to address environmental issues increased after training. Documented conservation actions taken
Nature Canada, which oversees
the
NatureNetwork—a
ticipants.
Similarly,
citizen
science,
defined
as
engaging
community-based natural resource education and conserby the participants include invasive plant management, habitat restoration, and cleanups of natural areas
partnership of Canadianvation.
organizations
with more
than
nonprofessionals
in scientific research, is a critical comand streams. Long-term data from Virginia on volunteer hours dedicated to environmental citizen
science
The University
of California’s
California Naturalist
350 local clubs in citiesprogram
across Canada.
The missions
of in 2012 to foster a diponentwe
of Earth stewardship that strengthens community
show an increase from 14% in 2007 to 32% in 2014. In general, participants in the naturalist programs
(CA Naturalist)
was started
these groups vary but often
include
education,
conservainvolvement
and helps people develop a sense of and
examined increased their content knowledge about ecosystems, had greater confidence in conserving
them,
verse
community
of naturalists
and promote stewardship
tion, citizen science, andofstewardship.
commitment to place (Dickinson et al. 2012). Citizen
and continued to engage as citizen scientists after completing the program.
California’s natural resources through education and

Evaluating environmental education, citizen science,
and stewardship through naturalist programs

science has a long tradition within the field of natural
Keywords: diversity, ecological monitoring, natural history, UC California Naturalist, Virginia Master history
Naturalist,
and is increasingly recognized as being an imporvolunteers
tant component of science learning and environmental
education that provides real opportunities to strengthen
La Evaluación de la Educación Ambiental, la Ciencia Ciudadana y la Administración por medio de Programas
global-change monitoring (Bonney et al. 2014). ParticiNaturalistas
pants in citizen science projects have strong positive attiResumen: Los naturalistas aficionados han jugado un papel importante en el estudio y la conservación de
tudes toward the environment (Brossard et al. 2005; Crall
la naturaleza desde el siglo XVII. Hoy en dı́a, los grupos naturalistas realizan contribuciones importantes
2013; Toomey & Domroese 2013), which can be
para cerrar el vacı́o entre la ciencia y la práctica de la conservación en todo el mundo. Examinamosetlosal.datos
to proenvironmental behavior (Heimlich & Ardoin
de dos programas naturalistas regionales para entender las motivaciones de los participantes, laslinked
barreras
2008).y Citizen
science also provides opportunities for the
y las perspectivas ası́ como las acciones que se toman para avanzar en la ciencia, la administración
el
public toy engage in research and management activities
compromiso de la comunidad. Estos programas proporcionan historia natural basada en la certificación
entrenamiento para adultos en la conservación de la ciencia que es seguido por servicios voluntarios
en natural and human communities (Danielsen
that affect
et al. 2005; Fernandez-Gimenez et al. 2008).
There is a long-lived tradition of amateur naturalists collecting specimens, recording their observations in journals,
and
becoming
experts on particular habitats or taxa
¶email adinam@berkeley.edu
since the 17th century (Miller-Rushing et al. 2012). This
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In the United States, the
increasingly
popular
service.
Data collected
onmasterthese programs reveal who has
naturalist programs give participated;
the public oneparticipant
way to participate
motivations; potential barriers
in citizen science. Master-naturalist
programs possible
usually strategies to diversify
to diverse participation;
focus on training, participant
certification,
and relatedactions participants have
involvement;
and conservation
conservation volunteer work.
taken.The first of these programs
was started in 2001, and they now exist in 29 states
(Rasmussan 2002; ANROSP 2016). Typically, program
participants become certified after completing 40–
50 hours of training during
which they are introduced to
Methods
a variety of ecological and natural resource information.
Study Sites the option to receive
Some programs offer participants
college credit, and someIn
participants
the natural
certification
Virginia, 7add
state
resource agencies work toto their credentials for volunteer
and paid
employment
gether to oversee
and
support the VMN program (http://
opportunities. Most programs
require or offer incentives
www.virginiamasternaturalist.org/).
The University of
for volunteering in citizen
science,
stewardship,
and and Natural Resources
California
Division
of Agriculture
education or interpretation.
oversees the CA Naturalist program (http://calnat.ucanr.
The popularity of these
programs,
andhas
naturalist
so- taught in partnership
edu/).
California
30 courses
cieties worldwide, maywith
be aprivate
sign that
a
natural-history
nonprofit organizations, local and state agenrevival is occurring (Tewksbury
al. 2014). college
There are,
cies, and et
community
and university facilities. In
Virginia, there are 30 master naturalist chapters across
the state managed locally by volunteers. Becoming a master naturalist in either state involves 40 hours of course
training that focuses on biogeography, plant and animal
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communities, and environmental issues and skills to enhance nature observation and data-collection abilities.
Certification in Virginia requires an additional 8 hours of
continuing education and 40 hours of volunteer service,
whereas California encourages and provides incentives
for these but does not require them.
Both California and Virginia’s programs integrate citizen science training into the course and facilitate continued participation in citizen science following certification. The California naturalist training program includes
exposure to a multitude of citizen science projects applicable to California residents through an online project
portal and in-class discussion about citizen science; training in a specific citizen science project while taking the
course; documenting observations in iNaturalist, a citizen
science project and online social network of naturalists
focused on mapping and sharing species observations;
and continued online correspondence about citizen science opportunities. In Virginia, each basic course is required to include an introduction to citizen science and
research skills. Local chapters adapt skills taught in the
training to facilitate volunteer participation in local, state,
and national projects.
Data Collection and Analyses
We used data from both programs to address our research
questions. However, because the data were collected
independently, no attempt was made to compare data
sets between programs or to use data from one program to explain findings in the other. We used multinomial goodness-of-fit (χ 2 ) tests for comparisons between
observed demographic data and expected frequencies
based on 2013 federal census data.
In 2013, the VMN program used a 2-phase exploratory
sequential mixed-methods research design to conduct
a comprehensive needs assessment (Creswell & Plano
Clark 2011) (details in Supporting Information). On the
basis of focus-group findings, the program asked volunteers, sponsors, and partners to “Please rank on a scale
of 0 (none) to 100 (a lot) to what degree you feel the
Virginia Master Naturalist program volunteers are making
a difference in their communities in each of the ways”
listed in Table 1. We collected responses from 533 volunteers, 117 sponsoring-agency staff members, and 51
partnering-organization staff members (Table 1).
In California, we conducted semistructured interviews
with 28 program graduates in 2012. We conducted approximately 1-hour in-person interviews at 2 sites in
Northern California immediately after course completion. Interview questions we analyzed focused on participant motivations for joining the CA Naturalist program
and motivations for and barriers to participating in citizen
science. To explore reasons why individuals did or did
not engage in citizen science projects after becoming
certified California Naturalists, we conducted follow-up
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OUTCOME AND
IMPACT AREAS

KNOWLEDGE
SKILLS

“Survey data revealed that participants’
ecological knowledge, scientific skills,
and belief in their ability to address
environmental issues increased after
training.”

87% of evaluation respondents responded correctly to content related
questions*

95% of course evaluation respondents in 2016 agreed or strongly agreed that

they had the skills necessary to use binoculars and a hand lens; an increase of 19
percentage points than before the course. (n=235).*
In 2016, close to 42% of the course evaluation respondents selected
“Career Development” as one reason why they chose to participate in the
course. This includes many of the 55 naturalists trained through workforce
development programs, 23 naturalists trained through community college
partners, and at least 57 teachers trained as naturalists.*

MOTIVATION

97.5% of course evaluation respondents in 2016 indicated they plan to
volunteer as a California Naturalist in the coming year (n=239).*

ATTITUDES

BEHAVIOR

49% of course participants “strongly agreed” that they were capable of

making a positive impact on the environment after completing the course.
More than double the number prior to the course (n=227).*

559 naturalists recorded 33,000+ volunteer hours, worth
$941,000 in FY16/17.

STEWARDSHIP

700,000+ acres of partner land available for improved management
and interpretation by CalNat trained volunteers.
*Based on calendar year 2016 evaluation data.
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STORIES OF DISCOVERY, ACTION, AND STEWARDSHIP
People become a California Naturalist for different reasons but all share in the joy of discovery, the act
of sharing and the rewards of stewardship.

Over 18,000 iNat observations and counting
Being a naturalist is relevant to me because I have a lifelong
mission to learn as much of the natural world as I can. There are so
many ecological connections between organisms that we have yet
to understand. I would advise someone considering a California
Naturalist course to prepare to HAVE FUN! The experience of
being in the field and learning about plants and animals in their
natural habitat cannot be replicated inside a classroom.
— Cedric Lee, California Naturalist (2013)
Pasadena City College
Cedric Lee, California Naturalist

Connecting youth to the natural and cultural history

Enjoying time at Mitchell’s Cove Beach

I’m inspired to create outdoor experiences that are culturally relevant
because of the Native American history of this land. Growing up
I felt confused why their history and practices were not being
fully acknowledged and honored in school. Integrating a deeper
connection to our land by teaching about the culture of those
who have been here before us is very important to me. Becoming
a Certified California Naturalist has enriched my life greatly; the
community is supportive, insightful and inspiring. It provides a space
where I can follow my curiosities and intrigue freely.
— Sandra Corzantes, California Naturalist (2017)
Salmon Protection & Watershed Network

Driven by thoughts of future generations

Future generations

Having grandchildren gives one the connection to the future
that is otherwise tenuous. Climate change will impact them in
ways my generation won’t see. I can’t conscientiously sit back
and do nothing for them and generations to follow. Working with
the Sierra Club, our local team lobbied our city council to join a
regional Community Choice Energy (CCE) group. We collected
letters of support from more than 600 residents and 70 business
owners through house parties and public outreach. It gives me a
sense of purpose and I feel more connected to my community and
the natural environment.
— Paige DeCino, California Naturalist (2016)
Preserve Calavera
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PROGRAM BUDGETS
The CalNat program has prioritized diversification of funding sources and reduced reliance on UC ANR
central funds as a percentage of the program’s overall budget. As a result of increasing grants and
contracts, expanding earned income from a growing base of participating partner organizations, and
growing recognition of the program’s value by individual donors, the program is expected to reduce
the percentage of central funding from 87% in FY 16/17 to approximately 68% in FY 17/18.

From FY 16/17 to FY 17/18
the California Naturalist Program Budget:
• 39% increase in total budget from FY 16/17 to projected FY 17/18
• Decreased reliance on ANR funds (from 87% to 68%)
• Increased funding diversity (added two new categories)

GRANTS &
CONTRACTS

EARNED
INCOME

$0 (0%)

$46,200 (13%)

GRANTS &
CONTRACTS
$22,000 (5%)

GIFTS &
DONATIONS
$60,525 (13%)

GIFTS &
DONATIONS
$0 (0%)

FY 16/17
BUDGET

FY 17/18
BUDGET

BY SOURCE

BY SOURCE

PERMANENT
BUDGET UC ANR
$139,817 (41%)

EARNED
INCOME

PERMANENT
BUDGET UC ANR
$141,239 (30%)

$68,400 (14%)

TEMPORARY
BUDGET UC ANR
$156,464 (46%)
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TEMPORARY
BUDGET UC ANR
$182,799 (38%)

#CALNAT
California Naturalist interacts with an engaged and growing community of
naturalists on several social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter
(3,193 and 956 followers, respectively, since 2013), and most recently
Instagram. Our bi-monthly e-newsletter reaches an audience of 4,610 with
an engagement rate over 28%, higher than the industry average.

ON THE HORIZON
If current demand for the program is any indicator, the California
Naturalist program will remain relevant and will continue to flourish
in FY 2018/2019. To meet this demand and better serve our partner
organizations, the program will add a third Community Education
Specialist in 2018. Also, new for 2018 is a planning initiative for an
advanced training module for community climate stewards. Finally, a
recently funded assessment of Citizen Science within UC ANR may lay the
groundwork for the systematic integration of more California Naturalists
with UC-led citizen science initiatives.

JOIN US
The California Naturalist program provides opportunities for: 1) aspiring
naturalists, 2) new entrants into the natural resource workforce,
3) educators and interpreters seeking to enhance their knowledge and
skills, 4) partner organizations interested in administering and delivering
the course to their local community, 5) statewide and institutional partners
whose efforts rely heavily on a trained cadre of volunteer naturalists, and
6) sponsors who share in the mission of the program and want to ensure
it continues to grow in an equitable and inclusive manner. Whether
you’re interested in taking a course, delivering the course to others, or
supporting participants through scholarships and program support we
welcome your assistance. Together we can achieve our shared goals and
continue to grow our community of naturalists across the state. For more
information on how you can support the program, please visit us at
http://calnat.ucanr.edu/support.
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CONTACT US
California Naturalist Program
UC Division of Agriculture & Natural Resources
2801 Second Street, Davis, CA 95618-7779
(707) 744-1424 ext 104

